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Low	noise	microwave	detecAon		
SuperconducAng	quantum	compuAng	and	several	fundamental	physics	

experimental	demand	quantum	limited	and	wide	bandwidth	cryogenic	amplifiers	
in	the	microwave	frequency	range	

Narrow	bandwidth	(∼100	
MHz):	One	JPA	per	cavity	
or	few	qubit	per	read	out	
per	line	

Cryogenic	semiconductor	based	amplifiers	can	achieve	a	minimum	noise	temperature	of	2	-	5	K*	
SuperconducFng	amplifiers,	being	almost	non	dissipaFve,	can	be	a	good	alternaFves		

JPA	
Josephson	parametric	amplifier	

Large	gain	
Quantum	limited	noise	

KITWPA	
TL	based	on	nonlinear	kineAc	inductance	of	SC	

Wide	BW	(4-5	GHz)	
Quantum	limited	noise	

TL	lengths	in	the	order	of	
one	meter	are	required	

JTWPA	
TL	based	on	nonlinear	 inductance	of	
Josephson	juncAons	

Wide	BW	(4-5	GHz)	
Quantum	limited	noise	
Shorter	length	devices	

Design	 and	 fabricaFon	
more	complex	

*J.Schleeh et al., Solid-State Electron. 91, 74–77 (2014) J. Aumentado, IEEE MICROWAVE magazine 1527-3342 (2020) 



Josephson Traveling Wave Parametric Amplifiers (JTWPA)

Josephson	Traveling	Wave	Parametric	Amplifiers	(JTWPA)	has	an	architecture	of	a	discrete	
microwave	 transmission	 line	made	of	periodically	 repeated	 secFons,	 including	either	 single	
Josephson	juncFons	or	superconducFng	quantum-interference	devices	(SQUIDs)		
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Symmetric Traveling Wave Parametric Amplifier
Alessandro Miano and Oleg A. Mukhanov

Abstract—We developed and experimentally tested a symmetric
traveling wave parametric amplifier (STWPA) based on three-wave
mixing, using the new concept of a symmetric rf-SQUID. This al-
lowed us to fully control the second and third order nonlinearities
of the STWPA by applying external currents. In this way, the opti-
mal bias point can be reached, taking into account both phase mis-
match and pump depletion minimization. The structure was tested
at 4.2 K, showing a 4 GHz bandwidth and a maximum estimated
gain of 17 dB.

Index Terms—Quantum computing, SQUIDs, superconduct-
ing microwave devices, superconducting integrated circuits, mi-
crowave photonics, microwave amplifiers.

I. INTRODUCTION

S CALABLE superconducting quantum computing demands
non dissipative, quantum limited and wide bandwidth cryo-

genic amplifiers. In order to improve scalability, wide bandwidth
amplifiers with reasonable gain allow an efficient implementa-
tion of readout multiplexing when multiple qubits can be sensed
with a single amplifier.

Josephson Parametric Amplifiers (JPAs) were introduced to
meet these needs, and proposed in many different designs [1]–
[4]. While achieving great gain and noise performance, JPAs
cannot guarantee a wide instantaneous bandwidth for many-
qubit multiplexing, because of a lumped-circuit based design.
Good gain-bandwidth results are achieved by exploiting non-
linear kinetic inductance of NbTiN [5], but lengths in the order
of meters are required, leading to difficult integration. A recent
approach is to build arrays of small Josephson based elemen-
tary cells, forming a so-called Josephson Metamaterial. Joseph-
son Metamaterials show an overall tunability comparable to its
individual components [6], allowing external control of main
parameters [7]. Based on this approach, the Josephson Travel-
ing Wave Parametric Amplifier (TWPA) was introduced [8] as
a nonlinear transmission line containing Josephson junctions.
This novel device is achieving [9]–[13] many GHz bandwidth,
high gain and near quantum-limited performances.

As a parametric amplifier, TWPA transfers power from a
strong microwave tone (pump) to a weak one (signal). With a
choice of the Josephson nonlinearity responsible for parametric
process, two different approaches can be used, as depicted in
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Fig. 1. Basic TWPA structures. (a) 4 WM TWPA can be achieved with
a Josephson junction as the inductive element LJ of a lossless waveguide.
(b) 3 WM, instead, uses an rf-SQUID as the inductive element. A DC current i
gives flux bias Φe to each rf-SQUID, resulting in a phase bias ϕdc.

Fig. 1: four-wave mixing (4 WM) [12], [13], based on the third-
order nonlinearity, or three-wave mixing (3 WM) [11], [14],
based on the second-order nonlinearity. While 4 WM TWPAs
achieve high gain, bandwidth and noise performance, they re-
quire resonant circuits to work properly [12], [13], leading to
a stopband in the gain curve. The recent 3 WM approach, in-
stead, is promising to achieve comparable experimental results
with a smaller structure [11] and external control via DC flux
bias. One of the main 3 WM advantages is that parametric pro-
cess efficiency and phase mismatch can be independently tuned
[14], respectively depending on second and third order Joseph-
son nonlinearities. However, with a single DC flux bias, second
and third order nonlinearities cannot be independently set [14].
This could lead not only to challenging device design, but limits
a full exploration of 3 WM TWPA possibilities.

To allow independent control of both second and third or-
der Josephson nonlinearities, we developed a three-wave mix-
ing Symmetric Traveling Wave Parametric Amplifier (STWPA)
based on a new symmetric rf-SQUID scheme. Experimental
measurements of the first wafer demonstrated the correct TWPA
operation at 4.2 K, showing a gain up to 17 dB and a 4 GHz 3 dB
bandwidth. In this paper, we present the basics of the TWPA
with three-wave mixing and explain our symmetric approach
to TWPA design showing its advantages. Then, we present the
experimental setup and devices details, with experimental data
from measurements. Finally, we consider possible applications
of the STWPA.

II. THREE WAVE MIXING TWPA

A. Previous Art

Depending on the involved nonlinearity, the inductive part of
the TWPA elementary cell can be made with different schematics
(see Fig. 1).

Three-wave mixing TWPAs use the second-order nonlinearity
in the Josephson current relation j(ϕ) = Ic sinϕ to produce a
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JTWPA	 employ	 the	 nonlinear	 dependence	 of	 the	 Josephson	 inductance	 LJ	 on	 current	 I(t),	
enabling	Fme	variaFon	of	LJ(I(t))	following	a	pump	signal	at	frequency	ωp		



Josephson Traveling Wave Parametric Amplifiers (JTWPA)

JTWPA	transfers	power	from	a	strong	microwave	tone	(PUMP)	to	a	weak	one	(SIGNAL)	

JTWPA	in	principle	provide	a	larger	bandwidth	with	respect	to	JPA	and	possibly	allow	a	higher	
gain	and	dynamic	range					

A	 large	 pump	 tone	 modulates	 this	 inductance,	
coupling	 the	pump	(ωp)	 to	a	signal	 (ωs)	and	 idler	 (ωi)	
tone	via	frequency	mixing.		
The	relaFon	between	the	 frequencies	depend	on	the	
type	of	nonlinearity	and	can	be:		

ωS +ωi = 2ω p

ωS +ωi =ω p

4WM	

3WM	
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Involved	InsAtuAons	

Detector	Array	Readout	with	Traveling	Wave	AmplifieRS	
Development	of	wideband	superconducAng	amplifiers	with	noise	
at	the	quantum	limit	and	the	implementaAon	of	a	quantum-limited	
read-out	in	different	types	of	superconducAng	detectors	and	qubit	



JTWPA: initial design
u JTWPA	 is	a	 two-port	superconducFng	device	consisFng	 in	a	coplanar	waveguide	 in	which	 is	

embedded	a	repeFFon	of	hundreds	of	elementary	cells	
u One	 unit	 cell	 consists	 of	 RF-SuperconducFng	 Quantum	 Interference	 Device	 (RF-SQUID)	

coupled	to	ground	through	Cg.		
u Each	RF-SQUID	consists	 in	a	 superconducFng	 loop	containing	a	geometrical	 inductor	Lg	 and	

Josephson	juncFon	(JJ)	characterized	by	an	intrinsic	inductance	LJ,	an	intrinsic	capacitance	CJ	
and	an	intrinsic	resistance	Rj	(assumed	very	large	at	the	operaFng	temperature	and	therefore	
neglected).	



JTWPA: samples description
Design	and	producAon	by	the	IsAtuto	Nazionale	di	Ricerca	Metrologica	(INRiM,	Turin,	Italy)	

RepeFFon	of	N	=	990	elementary	cells		
Cell	size	a	=	63		μm,		
Total	length	l	=	a	·	N	≈	6.25	cm	

0.9 cm

0.
9 

cm

Cg/2Cg/2
Lg JJ

Signal line
Ground plane

a)

b)

c)

63 �m

Figure 2: a) Graphical representation of a TWJPA chip fabricated in INRiM. The input and
output ports of the amplifier lie on the top and bottom edges, while on the lateral edges 8
PCU are positioned, with their relative bonding pads. b) Magnification of a repetition of 3
elementary cells. c) Magnification of one of the 8 PCU. Each unit is composed of a repetition
of six elementary cells, that di↵er from the cells positioned in the TWJPA, for the alternated
removal of a JJ or a Lg. The red arrows point to these missing elements.

2 Fabrication process

Our TWJPAs were fabricated with a single-step Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) process. In
this section a brief description of the whole fabrication process is reported.
Starting from a p-doped, 100 oriented, Si/SiO2(300nm) 4” slice, we obtain by means of a diamond
scriber 12 squared samples 2.2⇥2.2 cm2. These dimensions are such that, on each sample, four
ideally identical devices can be contemporaneously fabricated. In addiction, as represented in
Fig 3, around the four device space, a small frame is present to safely handle the sample during
the fabrication. In our nomenclature each run of fabrication is identified with a two-digit number
and the four devices crated in each run are identified with the uppercase letters A, B, C and D.
This nomenclature is reporter on each of the samples.
After the slice portioning, each squared sample is covered with a double polymeric layer of
MMA(8.5)MMA EL11 (botton layer) and 950PMMA A4 (top layer), for a total thickness of
about 700 + 250nm.
The sample is then loaded in an double beam scanning electron microscopy (Quanta 3D FEI)
adapted for EBL and FIBL by means of ultra-fast DACs, made by JC Nabity Lithography

Systems. For each fabrication running an EBL writing section of about 24 hours is required.
At the end of this section the exposed polymer is removed with a wet development, realized
soaking the sample in a solution of MIBK:IPA (1:3) for 90 s and than rinsing it in pure IPA for
other 90 s and drying it for some seconds with a gentle flow of N2.

2

To	make	this	device	as	compact	as	possible	the	
coplanar	waveguide	is	folded	in	15	segments	

Lg	 has	 been	 engineered	 in	 the	 form	 of	 a	 bi-
dimensional	meander	inductor	
	
Ground	 capacitance	Cg	 has	 been	 divided	 in	 two	
interdigitate	capacitors	Cg/2	
	
An	 array	 of	 8	 preliminary	 characterizaFon	 units	
(PCU)	is	present	on	both	sides	of	the	chip	



JTWPA: sample fabrication process

In Fig. 5 a micrograph of di↵erent elements of a preliminary characterization unit is presented.

a) b) c)

Figure 5: a) Magnification of three elementary cells in a PCU. b) One of the elementary cell
without its JJ. c) Magnification of a JJ fabricated with the Niemeyer-Dolan Technique.

3 Electrical Characteristics

On each of the fabricated devices we usually perform a preliminary electrical characterization
at room temperature. The aim of these measures is to determine the electrical continuity
of the signal line and its discontinuity from the ground plane. This kind of measurements
weren’t carried out on the sent devices, for di�culties related to the COVID-19 lock-down.
The approximated value of resistance that we observed in similar devices with a four-terminal
measurement are presented in the following table and schematized in Fig 6.

Terminals Resistance name Approximate resistance value
1-2 Rsl 15-20 k⌦
3-4 RR,gp 300� 500⌦
5-6 RL,gp 300� 500⌦

1-3 and 1-4 RR,ct > 10M⌦
2-5 and 2-6 RL,ct > 10M⌦

. . . Rpcu,x 150� 400⌦

where Rsl is the signal line resistance, RR,gp and RL,gp are respectively the right and left ground
plane resistances, while RL,ct and RR,ct are respectively the cross-talk resistances between the
signal line and the left or right ground planes. Eventually, Rpcu,x represents the x�th preliminary

characterization unit resistance. The nomenclature of these units is represented in Fig. 6.

4 Proposed measurements on TWJPA X52 and TWJPA X54

We sent you 8 devices, the TWJPA X52 (A,B,C,D) and the TWJPA X54 (A,B,C,D). The two
devices has an ideally identical geometry and were obtained with a similar oxidation process:
PO2 = 46 � 48mPa for t = 600 s. The expected critical currents density of the JJs of these
devices are around Jc = 4 � 4.5 µA/µm2 and, being the junction areas of about S = 0.4 µm2,
the critical currents are expected to be around Ic = 1.5 � 2.0 µA. Furthermore, being the area
of each superconducting loop around A = 240 µm2, the out-of-plane magnetic field necessary to
induce in them a quantum of magnetic flux is about B = 8.7 µT.

The TWJPAs can work in 3 di↵erent amplification regimes:

4

Substrate:	p-doped,	100	oriented,	Si/SiO2(300nm)	
	
The	geometry	is	defined	by	a	single-step	Electron	Beam	Lithography	(EBL)	process.		
	
JJs:	 Al(30	 nm)/Al-Ox/Al(80	 nm)	 deposited	 by	 a	 ultra-low	 pressure	 electron	 beam	 evaporator,	
equipped	 with	 a	 Fltable	 sample	 holder	 that	 ensure	 the	 possibility	 to	 create	 exploiFng	 the	
Niemeyer-Dolan	technique.	



JTWPA: sample properties

The	nominal	values	of	the	individual	components	of	the	circuit	are:	

ü CriFcal	current	of	Josephson	juncFons:	𝐼𝐶	=	2	μA		
ü Josephson	juncFon	capacity:	𝐶	=	200	fF		
ü Inductance	of	the	Josephson	juncFon	at	the	working	point:	𝐿𝐽	=	258.5	pH		
ü Geometric	inductance:	𝐿𝑔	=	120	pH		
ü Plasma	frequency:	𝜈𝑝	=	38	GHz		
ü Resonator	quality	factor:	𝑄	=	100		



Sample	stage	 3He	stage	 1K	pot	
Cryogenic	
Amplifier	@	4.2K	

RF	in	

RF	out	

4He	stage	shield	

Cryogenic setup
Oxford	Heliox	VL	3He		cryostat	
Base	T	=	245mK	 	Cooling	Power	=	40	μW	at	T	<	290	mK	
Hold	Fme	=	several	hours	 	Recycle	Fme	=	1h	
OK	for	tesFng	Al	based	juncFons	
Needed	adaptaFons	for	MW	signals	



Sample	holder	

TWJPA	X52-A	

RF	in	RF	out	

DC	bias	and	test	lines	

Ultrasonic	
bonding	

Low	Noise	DC	readout	

DAC/
ADC	

PC	

Filtering	and	grounding	box	

DC Setup



	
	
	
	
	
	

²  T	=	0.350	K	
²  Ic	=	1.6	μA,	1.9	μA	and	2.3	μA	
²  Rn	=	237	Ω	à	79	Ω/juncFon	

DC Measurement Results

3	JuncAon	array		

The	measurements	of	other	test	juncFon	in	
the	 same	 chip	 give	 open	 or	 short	 circuits,	
due	to		damaged	JJs.	The	damage	of	the	JJs	
is	 most	 probably	 due	 to	 ESD	 during	 the	
chip	 mounFng	 procedure	 (bonding,	 chip	
and	sample	holder	handling).		

This	procedure	has	to	be	revised	to	
eliminate	the	problem		

X52-A	c	Sample	

V. Granata et al., submit to IEEE Transactions on Applied Superconductivity (TAS) 
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Measured data, Tamb=4 K 
 

 
  

Setup Attenuation 
Cryogenic	amplifiers		
T	=	4	K		 Heliox	3He	rf	cable	

CrioFlex	2	(CF2)	cabling	



IN/OUT	measurement	of	frequency	response	without	sample	

RF setup

Input	Power	=	-30	dBm	

Geometrical	resonance	



Fpump	=	9.10	GHz				RF	OFF	
Fsignal	=	4.40	GHz	

Fpump	=	9.10	GHz				RF	ON	
Fsignal	=	4.40	GHz	

Fpump/2	

Fpump/2	

Fsignal	 Fsignal	 Fidle	

RF preliminary Results

1	GHz	



Fpump	=	10.0	GHz			RF	OFF	
Fsignal	=	5.15	GHz	
Asignal	=	-40	dBm	

Fpump	=	10.0	GHz			RF	ON	
Fsignal	=	5.15	GHz	
Asignal	=	-36.7	dBm	≈	+	3	dB	

RF preliminary Results

1	MHz	



RF preliminary Results

Effect	due	to	a	direct	coupling	between	the	cables	in	/	out	of	
the	device	and	cryogenic	amplifier	

The	same	effect	is	visible	at	T	>	Tc(Al)	
!	It	is	not	due	to	the	JTWPA	

 cable	connectors	have	been	shielded	



ID_013_01	JTWPA	
v  Complete	redesign	of	TW	
v  Added	lumped	resonant	structure	for	

resonant	phase	matching		
v  No	EBL	lithography	(faster	turnaround)	
v  Added	Ti	underlayer	for	base	electrode	to	

improve	surface	uniformity	
	

SUB_02	Test	chip	
²  Test	chip	with	several	JJ	arrays	with	1	to	5	

juncFons	
²  JJ	 resistance	 measured	 at	 MIB	 at	 room	

temperature	

JTWPA: samples description – 2nd generation 

SUB_02	 ID_013_01		

Chips	delivered	
ID_013_01_A			JTWPA	
ID_013_01_B			JTWPA	
SUB_02_F		test	JJ	arrays			
SUB_02_J		test	JJ	arrays	



OpAcal	and	SEM	Images	
JTWPA: samples description – 2nd generation 



DC Measurement Resultsof JTWPA 2nd generation
	
Chip		SUB_02F	
The	 I-V	 curves	 show	 signatures	 of	 superconducFng	
gap	
No	criFcal	current	visible.		
	
At	T	=	400	mK	one	at	least	of	the	juncFon	electrodes	is	
sFll	in	the	normal	state.		
	
This	 is	 most	 probably	 due	 to	 the	 bilayer	 Ti(5nm)/
Al(25nm)	used	as	base	electrode	which	has	decreased	
its	Tc	below	400	mK	
	
Therefore	it	is	not	possible	to	test	the	RF	properFes	of	
JTWPA	



Preliminary Results

The	Salerno	group	



Conclusions and Outlook
²  JTWPA	 are	 promising	 candidates	 as	 quantum	 limited	microwave	 amplifiers	 for	 applicaAons	 in	 fundamental	

physics	experiments	and	quantum	compuAng	
	
²  Within	the	DARTWARS	collaboraAon	we	are	developing	JTWPA	with	different	designs	
	
²  We	have	setup	a	cryogenic	and	RF	system	to	test	the	amplifier,	operaAng	at	0.3	K	and	based	on	a	relaAvely	

easy	to	use	cryostat	with	fast	turn	around	

²  The	preliminary	results	show	that	the	system	is	operaAng;	further	work	to	opAmize	it	is	in	progress	
	
²  The	DC	measurements	of	the	1nd	generaAon	JTWPA	(X_52)	show	JJ	with	criAcal	current	in	the	correct	range,	

but	with	a	relaAvely	high	dispersion,	the	chip	is	very	sensiAve	to	ESD	and	a	more	accurate	handling	procedure	
is	necessary	

	
²  The	2nd	generaAon	chips	do	not	show	criAcal	currents	down	to	350	mK.	The	opening	of	superconducAng	gap	is	

evident	 at	 400	 mK	 but	 at	 least	 one	 of	 the	 electrodes	 is	 sAll	 in	 the	 normal	 state.	 Aeer	 discussion	 with	
colleagues	at	INRIM,	we	have	concluded	that	this	is	due	to	the	presence	of	a	bi-layer	Ti/Al	as	base	electrode	in	
the	2nd	generaAon	chips,	which	strongly	decreases	its	criAcal	temperature.	Such	bilayer	will	be	eliminated	in	
next	chips	



Thanks	for	your	afenAon	


